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So, what is Retail Theatre? Imagine creating 
your very own individual retail experience 
without having to take out a 2nd mortgage 
on your house. Unique, easy-to-use, fully 
customiseable and cost effective solutions. 
That’s Retail Theatre. Interested? Read on.
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In today’s crowded marketplace, 
to sell a product or promote a 
service it’s imperative to stand 
out from the crowd. Now you 
can, gaining an advantage over 
your competitors by being seen 
and heard with Retail TV. 

Retail TV is a series of broadcast 
solutions specifically developed 

Explore, 
experience 
and enjoy.
REtail tV; aN EXERCisE 
iN bRoadCast display 
solutioNs.

and advertising materials by 
re-purposing the media, or 
Flash can create new, original 
content specifically for you.

Retail TV is a variety of on- 
air solutions that suits all 
of your display and information 
requirements, giving your product 
the exposure it deserves. 

Our Creative Team 
will work with you to 
design your unit. Call 
02 8594 3596 for a 
free consultation.

Got a content 
problem?  
We’ve got 
your solution!

We can help you in your 
content creation, which could 
be anything from re-purposing  
an existing TVC, to adapting  
your brochure or other artwork.

Of course, Flash can also 
help you create stunning new 
content, be it full motion film 
or graphics to moving stills. 
Also, we can develop content 
to fit any existing style or 

create a totally new look. 

Whatever your 
requirements, we will 
make you look good!

CustoM WallpapER
Innovative, versatile opening up a whole 
new realm of possibilities!

Custom Wallpaper is one of many digital interior solutions 
that allow for total creativity and guarantee 
absolute individuality. Gone are the days of 
factory standard patterns. Through a simple yet 
innovative process, Custom Wallpaper can be 
produced straight from a digital file, allowing 
for total creative freedom while being installed 
as easily as hanging traditional wallpaper. 
Custom Wallpaper patterns can be designed by 
our in-house art department according to the 
customer’s brief or they can be derived from 
artwork provided by the customer. Either way, 
aesthetic preferences are simple to apply and 
are only limited by one’s imagination.

to cater for in-store, Point-Of-

Sale or exhibition environments.

Retail TV lets you increase 

market awareness right where 

purchasing decisions are made.

It enables you to generate 

further penetration of your 

existing television commercial 

p R O d U c T  N E W S

Westfield Bondi Junction, utilising PhotoGlass®.

A retailers dream! Imagine the endless promotional 
possibilities that this amazing technology offers.

Flash Custom Wallpaper. 

High impact at an affordable price. Custom wallpaper brings any space alive.
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RETAIL TV

It is imperative to stand out from the crowd 
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tufflinetV® 
aN lCd MoNitoR aNd MEdia playER 
staNd aloNE iN-stoRE display!
Moving pictures, music, words and graphics form a powerful 
selling medium for your product. This versatile unit has it all, 

with plug and continuous play technology 
where changing content is as simple as 
replacing the CF card.

This combined with the unit’s ability to 
have replaceable graphics by the way of 
our patented Tuffline® magnetic system, 
considerably extends the life of the investment 
over traditional mediums, making TufflineTV® 
a stylish answer to your display requirements.

TufflineTV® is available in several standard 
sizes including table top versions. It 
can also be custom built to suit your 
requirements. 

Other features such as shelving or 
brochure holders can be added. 

Our design team can either work with you 
to design and decorate your unit or you 
can supply artwork to fit our templates.

These are available to download from our 
web site www.flash.com.au.

The theme for the David 
Jones Flower Show 
was inspired by the 
illustrations in “Animalia”, 
the children’s book by 
Graeme Base. 

Each page of “Animalia” featured a different letter of the alphabet and 
showed animals and objects beginning with that letter. 

So did the 17 windows at the David Jones Sydney store, mimicking 
the depth of the original illustrations, building layered environments 
beautifully painted with lights.

This was retail theatre at its best! The backdrops were printed on 
Ecotex® and the front layers were self adhesive vinyl profile cut to 
shapes that have to be seen to be believed.

Designed by Window Specialist - Alisha Wilson

L A T E S T  N E W S

Retail Theatre
Hitting the 
david Jones 
Flower show.

REtail iMagEs oNliNE
Keep up with retail trends - view over 600 retail 
images from around the world!

Photographs of the latest in retail from around the world – providing 
you with ideas and inspiration when planning your next project. 
www.flash.com.au/retail
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The retailers dream! Just imagine the endless promotional possibilities that this technology 
offers... from spot specials or slow moving stock promotion, in-store appearances, specific 
brand or product advertising at the point of purchase to broadcasting an event with 
custom advertising screen space. The Flash Kiosk Network makes true custom made, 
programmable local area FlashCast® broadcasting available in-store.

Sounds good! Well it is, and it all works quite simply...

Flash Kiosk Network...
CustoM pRogRaMMablE iN-stoRE bRoadCastiNg!

“The integration of 
Retail TV with product 
and still graphics 
makes for a very 
powerful medium. 
This has put Flash 
Photobition at the 
forefront of in-store 
custom displays.”
Peter Maddison, Flash Retail

1.   Information is programmed 
remotely via a laptop over 
the internet to a Content 
Management Server. 

2.   A Network Media Player 
then pulls the content and 
playlists of the server via an 
ADSL modem.

3.    The content is then played via the 
Media Player through a widescreen 
LCD monitor. Various monitor sizes 
are available.

4.    Content can be programmed to play 
at anytime. If content needs to be 
changed simply update the playlist, 
it’s that easy.

The Flash Kiosk Network can accommodate scrolling 
text, graphics can be placed on top of playing content 
while an area of the screen can also be reserved to 
play independent content to the main screen.

The Flash Network can be housed in a custom built 
kiosk designed and decorated to meet your specific 
requirements or alternately the screen can display as 
a stand alone unit.

This system offers retailers an easy-to-use platform to 
distribute and update information at the crucial point 
of purchase.

If this all sounds interesting and you would like 
a demonstration or a chat about how Retail TV 
can increase your market presence, please call 
Peter Maddison Flash Retail 02 8594 3596. 
We know you will be impressed!

LIKE A DEMONSTRATION? 
SEEINg is bELIEvINg!

You can update your TufflineTV® content remotely with FlashCast®. 
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Tuffline®

An elegant borderless and 
glassless framing solution

What is 
Tuffline®?

The Tuffline® system is 

a patented retail display 

solution. Designed by 

Flash Retail, it comprises 

a borderless and glassless 

framing solution, with a 

unique graphic magnetic 

adhesion system.

Using Tuffline® in-store 

graphics can now be 

changed in just minutes. 

Panels can be installed 

directly to any wall 

surface or hung using the 

ShopCable® system.

Happy FeetTM & © 2007 Village Roadshow  
Films (BVI) Limited. All Rights Reserved

Application to 
walls

 Tuffline® can be applied 

to any wall finish using 

split batons, screws, glue 

(Maxbond), industrial 

velcro, double-sided mirror 

tape or simply hung like a 

standard picture frame.

How big can I go?

The largest we recommend 

a single Tuffline® panel 

to be is 1200 x 2400mm. 

Multiple Tuffline® panels 

can be put together to 

create entire walls of 

interchangeable graphics.

What Tuffline® means to you

•  Graphics installation can be performed by store 

staff, saving on installation costs.

• Protected edges for longer life graphics.

• No mounting, saving you money.

•  Graphics are shipped and stored in tubes for 

easy reuse and reduced shipping costs.

•  Tuffline® can be manufactured to almost any 

size and can accommodate 

multiple panels/ 

images within a  

single frame.

•  Environmentally  

friendly, Tuffline®  

generates less  

landfill and reduces  

the use of PVC 

and foam 

mount boards.
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Tuffline®

More than 10,000 
panels sold!

Tuffline® 

Panel

Tuffline 
Freestand®

Utilise unused space 

with a unique and cost 

effective display feature 

for your product. 

The Tuffline FreeStand® 

is double sided and 

includes two full colour 

graphics.

The Tuffline FreeStand® 

is 500 x 1500mm.

Custom sizes are 
available.

Single or 
Double Sided

Tuffline® is a patented 

retail display solution 

from Flash Retail.

Units are available in 

both single sided and 

double sided frames.

Tuffline® Panel
Single sided $151.00 
A2 (420x594mm) 26mm + $15.10 gST

Double sided $195.00 
A2 (420x594mm) 26mm + $19.50 gST

Single sided $302.00 
A1 (594x840mm) 26mm + $30.20 gST

Double sided $390.00 
A1 (594x840mm) 26mm + $39.00 gST

T U F F L I N E ®  F R A M E  O p T I O N S

54mm
81mm

Tuffline® frames come in a range of thicknesses, single sided frames are available in 16 mm and 26 mm, ideal for wall 

mounted images and signage, double sided Tuffline® is available in 26 mm 54 mm and 81 mm. The 26 mm double sided 

is perfect for hanging displays and window displays. The 54 mm and 81 mm Tuffline® frames can be used freestanding, 

mounted to walls, incorporating shelving and or LCD screens.

26mm

16mm
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Tuffline®

Tuffline® Instore Graphics

Tuffline® Wayfinding signage

Use Tuffline® to create versatile wayfinding signage with 

graphics that can be changed in minutes. Panels can be 

installed directly to any wall surface and come in a full range 

of sizes. Rear illuminated options and 

custom sizes are available.

Instore graphics can now 

be changed in minutes. 

Panel frames can be 

installed directly to any wall 

surface or hung using the 

ShopCable® system.
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Tuffline®

Tuffline® Eco Slimline Lightbox

Tuffline® Outdoor

Tuffline® Eco slimline lightbox is the 

lightest slimline lighbox on the market. It also uses far 

less energy than all traditional slimline and standard 

lighboxes on the market today.

With new technology our lightbox maximises the light 

efficiency to give you brightly illuminated images using 

minimum power. 

Utilising the patented Tuffline® framing system the change 

over of images is a breeze. 

Pick the box up and you realise that 
it is less than half the weight of other 
slimline lightboxes.

This very durable framing system is reusable and also offers 

graffiti protection. Our prints are protected by polycarbonate, 

a material also used in bullet proof vests, this system 

guarantees you real longevity.

Now your signage can be moved from site to site and you can 

change the message without paying for a complete new sign!

Unlike other graffiti protection systems our message is 

protected by up to 250 micron of polycarbonate. This is very 

different to traditional graffiti protection that most commonly 

is only a 75 micron lacquer or a Tedlar over laminate. 

Tuffline® Outdoor has lightweight but sturdy materials 

that stand up to harsh weather conditions - sun, heat, rain 

and cold! 

This unique lightbox design 

uses much less acrylic to 

achieve even distribution 

of light, this dramatically 

reduces the weight of the 

unit. It also means that this 

box is not just using less 

power installed but also 

uses less petroleum based 

products (acrylics) in the 

manufacturing process.

All of this adds up to a product that 
is cheaper to run and a far better 
environmental choice.

The lightbox can be wall mounted or hung using our 

ShopCable® system.

It is also available as a freestanding unit ideal for shopping 

centres and alike.

N E W
N E W

We’re so confident that you will be more than satisfied with 

the results that we’re happy for you to do your own tests.

So get your marker pen out now 
and go for it! 

Then clean it off with your graffiti removal products.

A lighter choice
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N E W

Tuffline® Fabric

The Tuffline® Fabric textile framing system is a unique 

addition to the Tuffline® series. Stretching fabrics in the 

stylish Tuffline® frame allows for easy changeovers and 

creates great new opportunities. 

Use this frame to create instore textile 

collages, promote the current fashion 

patterns and designs or as a unique 

graphic textile feature.

Now also double sided!

This lightweight but sturdy graphic 

solution looks permanent but the textile 

can be changed in minutes.

Tuffline® Fabric can also provide 

acoustic benefits to a room.

See a demonstration on 
youtube.com by searching 
for ‘Tuffline Fabric’

Textile framing 
solution
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TufflineTV®

Plug it in and it starts playing; no rebooting, no keyboard 

and no reason to call expensive computer technicians. 

The TufflineTV® unit includes a 19 inch widescreen LCD 

monitor, MPEG player and two full colour graphics. The unit 

shown here is 550x1630mm. 

A TufflineTV® is the perfect instore branding station. 

Cut through the retail clutter and take your message to 

the forefront with TufflineTV®.

This innovative new system can be rebranded and the 

moving content changed in minutes. The graphic panels 

are removable and reusable utilising the patented Tuffline® 

system from Flash Retail.

Tabletop and shelf models are also available. TufflineTV® 

can be custom built to any size to meet your requirements.

The 
perfect 
instore 
branding 
station
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Modular Displays

From the smallest 
workstation to the 
largest exhibition 
stand

Flash Modular Displays are a supremely versatile 

system that allows you to achieve the individuality of a 

custom-built display system without the associated expense. 

Flash Modular Displays can be used for exhibitions, office 

display suites, conferences, marketing events and even 

retail.

Designed to individually suit your requirements, from the 

smallest workstation to the largest exhibition stand, each 

and every component can be joined and separated from the 

next. This provides a unique display solution, unparalleled 

flexibility and total reusability.

                                    Add-on components include a 

               wide range of counter units, lightboxes, 

showcases, lighting, sound, monitors, shelving, plinths and 

special eye-catching extras like TufflineTV®.

Design Flexibility

Flash Modular Displays provide the flexibility and 

adaptability to suit your exhibition program.

Flash will work with you to create a high impact custom 

modular exhibition stand that gives your brand and your 

stand the impact that you desire.
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graphic substrates

Your stand’s graphic content 

will determine the look and 

feel of your stand. Flash 

Modular Displays can be 

fitted with an array of graphic 

substrates to suit the look 

that you want to achieve. 

Substrates include: MDF (up 

to 6mm), acrylic (opal & 

clear), coreflute and PVC.

Designed individually to suit your 
requirements - giving your brand and 
your stand the impact that they deserve.
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Modular Displays

Reconfigure

Existing Display configurations can be modified to suit 

available floor space. The example below shows a 9x6 metre 

display reconfigured to fit into a 6x6 and a 6x3 metre 

floor space.

Counter units

A selection of curved and straight modular 

counters that can be used as stand alone units 

or combined to create larger counter systems. 

Counters can also be fitted with lockable 

doors. Choose from a variety of preconfigured 

units or design your own.

9x6 floor space

6x6 floor space

6x3 floor space
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For some new ideas on how 
to maximise your space and 
impact for your next roadshow.

Simple and elegant solutions 
focusing your message, still 
being portable, flexible and 
cost effective visit

flash.com.au/display_systems

Free Download
Download our no-nonsense 

guide Maximising Your Trade 

Show Results to better your 

results at the next trade 

show.

flash.com.au/maximise
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New Stands Soft Signage

Soft fabric signage 
More subtle than traditional signage, our fabric 

prints range from the most translucent voiles to 

opaque blockouts. 

Soft fabric signage allows your branding to 

expand off the walls and onto drapes, room dividers 

and upholstery.

Visit one of our showrooms to see the wide range 

of fabrics available.

Adder Stand
Standing at 1600mm tall, the 

Adder Stand is perfect in the 

retail environment. 

It gives impact to any POS 

display and with graphics that 

are easy to replace it’s an 

economical choice.

Common uses
Retail POS display and expos.

Size
400mm h x 1600mm w

Flite Banners
Under a kilo and set-up in under 

a minute! The Flite banner system 

is our lightest and most versatile 

banner system. With a variety of bases, 

the Flite can be set-up anywhere and in 

no time.

Common uses

Sporting events, car yards, 

real estate and exhibitions.

banner size

600mm (w) x 2700mm (h) 

Maximum height 4 metres.

Flite banners
Price includes $495.00 
graphics + $49.50 gST

Adder Stand 
Pricing from  $495.00 
including graphics + $49.50 gST
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Print and Distribution Services

Flash offers a complete 

print and distribution service 

that can include installation 

and visual merchandising 

across Australia and beyond.

Using the latest digital 

printing technology, state 

of the art laminating and auto trimming equipment, we can 

whisk your next retail graphic project through the business 

faster than previously thought possible.

Our pack and dispatch team will wrap and label the graphics 

for each location based on your supplied spread sheets.

get with the strength!

We currently perform these services for Toyota, Land Rover, 

Rebel Sport, OPSM, David Jones, Westfield and many more.

In-House graphic Production Services

•  Large format digital printing up to 5 meters 

wide, both frontlit and backlit. 

•  Backlit display transparencies, including; 

Duratran, Inkjet and Flatbed printed images. 

•  Lambda digital photographic prints onto matt, 

gloss and metallic papers or Duratrans onto 

clear and translucent stock. 

•  Flat bed graphics can be printed on virtually 

any flat surface at the highest quality 

available globally. 

•  Tuffline® magnetic frames can be manufactured 

and dispatched with graphics already installed, 

we can even hang them for you. 

Just tell us how you are using the images and we can help 

you choose the print method that will suit your needs and 

your budget. 

We expect the unexpected! 
If you have some unusal ideas about where you want to put 

graphics, we’ll help you! We have created custom solutions 

that include wrapping entire buildings, creating walls and 

ceilings as lightboxes, plus much more. Talk to one of our 

creative account managers and we’ll come up with a custom 

built solution that meets or exceeds your imagination. 

We are Australia wide!
Remember, we have production facilities in Sydney, Brisbane, 

Melbourne and Canberra.

Pop into one of our showrooms today and find out how we 

can help you! 

Check out our web site today for a full list of our services 

www.flash.com.au

Take away the hassle of 
your graphic changeovers!
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PhotoGlass® PhotoMesh®

Used to create an individual corporate environment, 

PhotoGlass® transforms a glass wall into an eye catching 

divider. Imagery can be translucent or transparent to create 

either privacy or a subtle separation between areas.

PhotoGlass® is used to great effect in attention grabbing 

retail window displays and the creation of ambience in 

nightclubs and bars. 

create an 
individual space

High impact 
retail windows
PhotoMesh® is a versatile mesh product that can create 

vibrant vinyl graphics whilst still allowing natural light into 

a room or space. Single or double sided PhotoMesh® 

prints can create different levels of translucency, 

depending on available light. The option of a black-

backed print can create a one-way vision effect, i.e. you 

can see out, but others can’t see in.

PhotoMesh® can be a permanent or interchangeable 

graphic solution… no messy window adhesives! It 

can be applied using methods such as our ShopTrak® 

banner hanging system, magnets or rope-edging. Simple 

installation means less cost and effort for you and allows 

images to be changed more regularly, keeping your 

message fresh.

The applications for PhotoMesh® are limitless, it can 

be used for banner applications, stretched onto frames 

for office partitions and for high impact retail windows. 

The combination of solvent-based printing and outdoor 

vinyl also makes this print method suitable for external 

applications, such as hoarding and scaffolding graphics.

get an E-quote for Photoglass® and 
PhotoMesh® today at flash.com.au
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Lightwalls®Custom Wallpaper

Absolute 
individuality

Illuminate an 
entire wall

Custom Wallpaper is one of many digital interior 

solutions that allow for total creativity and guarantee 

absolute individuality.

Gone are the days of factory standard patterns...  

Through a simple yet innovative process, Custom Wallpaper 

can be produced straight from a digital file, allowing for total 

creative freedom while being installed as easily as hanging 

traditional wallpaper.

Custom Wallpaper patterns can be designed by our in-

house art department according to the customer’s brief or 

they can be derived from artwork provided by the customer. 

Either way, aesthetic preferences are simple to apply and are 

only limited by one’s imagination.

The impressive effect of a LED LightWall® pushes the 

boundaries of boldness and brightness by illuminating an 

entire wall, side to side and floor to ceiling. LED LightWalls® 

provide a way for any graphic to be lit from behind, with 

virtually no restriction on size or location.

LED LightWalls® are typically used in retail fit-outs, real 

estate sales suites, corporate interiors and tradeshows. Our 

high quality materials produce realistic images with a long 

lasting finish perfect for almost any environment.

Push the boundaries of boldness 
and brightness by illuminating an 
entire wall.
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The Purple Pop-up® 3x3

*Upgrades are only available at the advertised prices when purchased with the Purple Pop-up deal and cannot be used with any 
other offer.

Upgrades $250+$25 GST* 
each

Halogen lights with bag Case to table 
conversion kit

Brochure 
stand with bag

Astro with 
ecotex graphic

Frame 
with bag

Case Graphics

Mag bars with bag

The Purple 
Pop-up® 3x3
vISUAL AREA   FROM ONLy  
width: 2450mm 
height: 2380mm

$2495.00 
+ $249.50 gST

Purchase any upgrade with the 
Purple Pop-up & receive FREE 
delivery in Australia.

The most affordable 
display  on the market          
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Metro® Mega Metro®Mini Astro® Astro®

single sided single sided single sided single sideddouble sided double sided

Quantities and Price
ROLLUP STANDS 1 off 10+ 50+ 100+

Mini Astro 
Mini Astro with Ecotex Graphic $150.00 + $15.00 GST $127.50 + $12.75 GST $90.00 + $9.00 GST $75.00 + $7.50 GST

Mini Astro with Vinyl Graphic $150.00 + $15.00 GST $127.50 + $12.75 GST $90.00 + $9.00 GST $75.00 + $7.50 GST

Astro 
Astros With Ecotex Graphics $190.00 + $19.00 GST $161.50 + $16.15 GST $114.00 + $11.40 GST $95.00 + $9.50 GST

Astros With Vinyl Graphics $190.00 + $19.00 GST $161.50 + $16.15 GST $114.00 + $11.40 GST $95.00 + $9.50 GST

Astro Double Sided With Ecotex Graphics $345.00 + $34.50 GST $293.25 + $29.33 GST $207.00 + $20.70 GST $172.50 + $17.25 GST

Astro Double Sided With Vinyl Graphics $345.00 + $34.50 GST $293.25 + $29.33 GST $207.00 + $20.70 GST $172.50 + $17.25 GST

Metro
Metro 850mm With Ecotex Graphics $375.00 + $37.50 GST $318.75 + $31.88 GST $225.00 + $22.50 GST $187.50 + $18.75 GST

Metro 850mm With Vinyl Graphics $375.00 + $37.50 GST $318.75 + $31.88 GST $225.00 + $22.50 GST $187.50 + $18.75 GST

Metro 850mm With Lambda Graphics $500.00 + $50.00 GST $425.00 + $42.50 GST $300.00 + $30.00 GST $250.00 + $25.00 GST

Metro 1000mm With Ecotex Graphics $475.00 + $47.50 GST $403.75 + $40.38 GST $285.00 + $28.50 GST $237.50 + $23.75 GST

Metro 1000mm With Vinyl Graphics $475.00 + $47.50 GST $403.75 + $40.38 GST $285.00 + $28.50 GST $237.50 + $23.75 GST

Metro 1000mm With Lambda Graphics $600.00 + $60.00 GST $510.00 + $51.00 GST $360.00 + $36.00 GST $300.00 + $30.00 GST 

Metro 850mm Double Sided Ecotex Graphics $550.00 + $55.00 GST $467.50 + $46.75 GST $330.00 + $33.00 GST $275.00 + $27.50 GST

Metro 850mm Double Sided Vinyl Graphics $550.00 + $55.00 GST $467.50 + $46.75 GST $330.00 + $33.00 GST $275.00 + $27.50 GST

Metro 850mm Double Sided Lambda Graphics $800.00 + $80.00 GST $680.00 + $68.00 GST $480.00 + $48.00 GST $400.00 + $40.00 GST

Metro 1000mm Double Sided With Ecotex Graphics $700.00 + $70.00 GST $595.00 + $59.50 GST $420.00 + $42.00 GST $350.00 + $35.00 GST

Metro 1000mm Double Sided With Vinyl Graphics $700.00 + $70.00 GST $595.00 + $59.50 GST $420.00 + $42.00 GST $350.00 + $35.00 GST

Metro 1000mm Double Sided Lambda Graphics $950.00 + $95.00 GST $807.50 + $80.75 GST $570.00 + $57.00 GST $475.00 + $47.50 GST

Mega Metro  

Mega Metro 1500mm With Ecotex or Vinyl Graphics $800.00 + $80.00 GST $680.00 + $68.00 GST $480.00 + $48.00 GST $400.00 + $40.00 GST

Mega Metro 2400mm With Ecotex or Vinyl Graphics $1000.00 + $100.00 GST $850.00 + $85.00 GST $600.00 + $60.00 GST $500.00 + $50.00 GST

1500 wide
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Mega Metro®
vISUAL AREA  
width: 1500mm 
height: 2150mm

$800.00 
+ $80.00 gST

Metro & Metro DS®
vISUAL AREA   METRO 850  
width: 850/1500mm 
height: 2150mm

vISUAL AREA   METRO 850 DS  
width: 850/1500mm 
height: 2150mm

$375.00 
+ $37.50 gST

$550.00 
+ $55.00 gST

Astro®
vISUAL AREA  1 off+ each* 
width: 850mm 
height: 2150mm

$190.00 
+ $19.00 gST

vISUAL AREA  10 off+ each* 
width: 850mm 
height: 2150mm

$161.50 
+ $16.15 gST

vISUAL AREA  50 off+ each* 
width: 850mm 
height: 2150mm

$114.00 
+ $11.40 gST

vISUAL AREA  100 off+ each* 
width: 850mm 
height: 2150mm

$95.00 
+ $9.50 gST

Mega Metro®

This mega rollup is easy to set up and 

will give your product a huge impact.
Suggested media - Inkjet/Ecotex®

Mini Astro®

The miniature version 

of the Astro, this 

stand is ideal for 

shopping centres or 

other locations with 

size restrictions.
Suggested media - Inkjet/Ecotex®

Metro & 
Metro DS®

A stylish design, the Metro is available 

in 2 different widths, 850 & 1000mm, 

single sided and double sided (DS).
Suggested media - Lambda/Inkjet/Ecotex®

Prices quoted include quality Ecotex® graphics.

Astro®   

• 30 seconds set up!
•  Padded fabric carry 

case included

• Lightweight 

• Durable

Suggested media - Inkjet/Ecotex® *Off the same artwork. Price 
quoted includes quality Ecotex® graphics.  

Over 3500 displays 
sold last financial 
year!

I N c L U d E S  F U L L  c O L O U R  G R A p H I c S

the most 
affordable 
rollup on 
the market

Mini Astro®
vISUAL AREA  
width: 500mm 
height: 1500mm

$150.00 
+ $15.00 gST
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Portable Architecture
versatility

Flash Photobition offers you the opportunity to let your 

display grow and change with your business. Each Portable 

Architecture system, flat or curved, can be used separately 

or can be linked together, to create a whole variety of shapes 

and unlimited sizes. 

We will even configure the frame to a new shape at any time, 

free of charge, enabling you to re-invent yourself at every 

show - maximising both your space and your budget.

Portable Architecture has a 

lifetime frame warranty.

Premier Portable Architecture 
systems can grow and adapt 

to your needs.

Strutt

Flat packs easily 

for a cost effective POS 

solution. Price includes graphicsPremier Portable 
Architecture 
System 3x3
vISUAL AREA  
width: 2450mm 
height: 2380mm

$3995.00 
+ $399.50 gST

Express
vISUAL AREA  
width: 850/1000mm 
height: 2150mm

 from $275.00 
+ $27.50 gST

Strutt
vISUAL AREA  
width: 500mm 
height: 1510mm

$145.00 
+ $14.50 gST

brochure Racks
vISUAL AREA  
width: 260mm 
height: 1410mm

$295.00 
+ $29.50 gST

brochure Racks
vISUAL AREA  
width: 270mm 
height: 1330mm

$395.00 
+ $39.50 gST

Express

The clean lines of 

the Express stand will help 

maximise your image and 

message. Ecotex® or satin fabric included

Brochure 
Rack A4

The attractive way to display 

all your support material.
Case included

Premier Portable 
Architecture 
System 3x3

This deal includes the display system, 
high quality graphics and travel case. 

Comes with a lifetime frame warranty.

Brochure 
Rack A3
The attractive way to  

display all your support material.
Case included
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See photographs of the 
latest in retail from around 
the world – providing you 
with ideas and inspiration 
when planning your next 
project.

The aim of the project was to 
design, construct and supply 200 
Endcaps to key retailers within the 
BigPond Dealer Channel for the 
purposes of demonstrating the 
BigPond Broadband service on 
Fixed and Wireless Networks and 
showcasing the BigPond content 
properties. 

These units are primarily supplied 
to the top stores within key non 
exclusive retailers including 
Dick Smith and Dick Smith 
Powerhouse, Harvey Norman as 
well as exclusive retailers where it 
is identified that the Endcap will 
have a positive impact on sales. To 
date 130 have been installed.

What were goals for the 
Endcap Project?

• to obtain presence in store

•  create a display that immediately 
attracts customers to BigPond 
rather than to any other 
competitor and encourages them 
to use the devices available

•  provide a professional sales and 
demonstration tool for dealer 
staff

•  look like it belongs to the dealer 
in-store and not an add-on, whilst 
reflecting the BigPond brand 

And how are you  
going update the  
on-screen content?

Flash are regularly broadcasting 
new content to the Endcaps using 
their FlashCast® remote broadcast 
technology. They are also providing 
technical support and liaise 
directly with the stores to ensure 
the Endcaps are online and 
operational. By using FlashCast® 
technology Flash are able to see 
instantly when any Endcap goes 
off line for whatever reason and 
implement the action required 
rectify the problem.

the bigpond 
Endcap project
with Melanie Johnston, project Manager - bigpond sales

What feedback have 
you have received 
to date?

BigPond have received 
positive feedback from 
stores featuring the new 
Internet Display Units. The 
sales staff can demonstrate 
BigPond products and 
services to the customer 
leading to an increase 
in sales and interest in 
BigPond products.

WHat Was tHE bRiEF?

IN pROFILE
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MOBILE MARKETING

Mobile 
Marketing 
FRoM baNNER staNds to 
Full ModulaR CustoM 
MadE systEMs, it’s MobilE 
MaRKEtiNg MadE Easy.
Moving pictures, music, words and graphics 
form a powerful selling medium for your product. 
Our versatile products have it all, with simple 
standalone displays to fully customised modular 
systems and custom built tradeshow.

Systems can be designed individually to suit your 
requirements - giving your brand and your stand 
the impact that they deserve. Simple and elegant 
solutions focusing on your message, still being 
portable, flexible and cost effective.

Utilise the TufflineTV® and bring moving images to 
your stand, or push the boundaries of boldness and 
brightness by illuminating an entire wall with a LED 
LightWall®.

balENCEa gEts 
a MaKEoVER
CuttiNg EdgE MEtalliC pRiNt pRoCEssEs 
HElp to CREatE a oNE-oF-a-KiNd spaCE 
FoR balENCEa MElbouRNE.
Rising 23 storeys on the Melbourne skyline, Balencea is a boutique 
development of just 84 luxury apartments. Sweeping curves of glass over 
a complex extruded form compose Balencea’s highly sculptural silhouette. 
Flash Photobition was charged with creating an innovative display suite 
capable of paying homage to the cutting-edge materials and unique 
architectural lines featured throughout this beautiful new development.

We were able to provide the perfect solution for the project via a series 
of large format, metallic photographic Lambda prints which proved to be 
the perfect emotive touch to bring their display suite to life. And just like 
Balencea itself, the result is visually arresting.

MOBILE MARKETING  ISSUE NO 04

M E T A L L I c  L A M B d A  p H O T O G R A p H I c  p R I N T S

Mitsubishi Electric
Making waves with a Flash Modular System

As a regular exhibitor, Mitsubishi Electric 
needed an exhibition display system that 
was versatile and could be easily adjusted 
to new floor plans and stand sizes.

Flash Photobition designed a 
configuration to suit their requirements 
and with the add-on components, 
like lightboxes, they really stand out 
from the crowd.

Because each and every component 
can be joined and separated from the 
next they can re-configure the stand for 
each exhibition. 

A Flash Modular system is easy to set up 
and transport. In effect they achieved the 
individuality of a custom-build display 
system without the associated expense.
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this marquee marks a 
funky bunch of systems.
CREatiNg aWaRENEss about tHEiR NoRtH WEst dEVElopMENt 
aNd sHoWCasiNg tHEiR CoMMitMENt to tHE loCal CoMMuNity, 
MultiplEX liViNg built a MaRquEE FoR tHE CoMMuNity FaiR.

sturdy and re-usable with 
the Tuffline® interchangeable 
graphics system.

The exterior panels of the 
marquee were vutek printed vinyl, 
also used were Flite banners on 
the corners of the marquee.

1flash.com.au

NRMA
Connects with 
small business

NRMA Business Insurance were 
a major sponsor the SMH Small 
Business Show.

They wanted to use the 
opportunity to appeal to small 
business owners and let them 
know that NRMA are not ‘too big’ 
to help.

About Flash
Flash is Australia’s largest 
digital imaging and 
retail display company. 
Flash employs the latest 
design, print and finishing 
technologies, offering its 
clients an extensive array of 
display solutions.

Established in 1986, Flash 
has a network of production 
facilities in Sydney, Brisbane, 
Melbourne and Canberra.

For further 
information visit 
www.flash.com.au

An 11.5 metre 
customised Express 
Stand stood along the 

back wall illustrating the local 
lifestyle. Overall, the marquee 
retained the feel of the stylish 
development at North West 
but the elements used were 
temporary and re-useable.

The products chosen for the 
graphic components needed to 
be re-usable, easily transportable 
and suitable for outdoor use.

Tuffline® freestands were chosen 
to decorate the marquee 
because they are double-sided, 

On the road again. Multiplex Living’s North West Development marquee deliver’s high impact communication 
and also packs up for transport in under three hours.

Versatility was the vital 

requirement for the new stand, 

both structurally and creatively. 

It needed to be suitable not only 

for the 6m x 6m floor space for 

this show but also for smaller 

shows in the future. With this 

in mind, the configuration and 

design were developed using 

our Portable Architecture that 

provided maximum portability 

and flexibility.

Creatively, NRMA 

Insurance wanted 

the stand to feature 

both Business 

Insurance and 

Business Motoring 

elements that could 

be used separately or 

together, depending 

on the environment. 

Emotive graphics were developed 

by Red Square Design to create 

NRMA’s exhibition stand was developed to provide the ultimate in 
portability and adaptability.

a comfortable and approachable 
mood on the stand.



Pull out, pop up, present and put away. 
Flash Photobition’s range of portable 
display systems create instant impact that 
packs punch time and time again.
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